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SEMANTICS

The concept logo was created thinking in the idea of the 3 services of Bespoke’s vision: nutrition, fitness and health, that are represented in the 3 concentric arches. Also, the following values that where important to reflect. 

COMPOSITION & FORM 

The logo is a symmetrical composition with a stamp morphology and archetypal inspiration. The symmetric aspect communicates the idea of: solid, supportive, proportional, professional, neat, integral, stable and well founded. On the other hand 
the stamps notion conveys: endorsement and high standards.

The wrapped semi circles composition is also inspired in the archetypal forms of the holding and supportive shape of open arms or holding hands. 

Also in the archetype of a bowl with a something delicious visualized from the top, the inner arch brings back the shape of the bowl and could be also perceived as a smile or an “on” symbol, communicating a warm and pleasant felling and also 
optimism, openness and energy.

The concentric shape takes also its inspiration in the natural elements such as water waves or the fractal geometry found in nature, such a tree cross section. 

All this elements communicate the feeling if of well being, natural, warm, charismatic, sympathetic and integral. Furthermore, the reverberation begin eye catching and recognizable in different distances and readable contexts.

Recommendation: when used “do not tilt it”. Always use it straight to preserve the integriry of its meaning.

FONT

Bespoke: Watchword Bold Demo 
The chosen symmetric and capital font is consistent with the rest of the composition, it is charismatic and has a solid character at the same time. The curbed shape acts as a welcoming and warm sign. The space in between softness and aerates 
it. 

Fit: Royal Crescent 
The capital, slim and straight letters inspires fitness, endurance and strength.

Solutions: Watchword Regular Demo
The chosen symmetric and capital font is consistent with the rest of the composition, it is charismatic and has an accountable character at the same time. The smaller size and generous space in between, add the notion of elegance and softness.

COLORS

The official logo is black with shades of blue with the following variations: black with hues of brown, black and white.

Blue tones: dark to “mint blue” coveys the idea of: organic, wellness, deepness, transparence, sympathetic, serenity, lively, healthy and freshness. To be printed in a white background. 
Brown tones: coveys the idea of: organic, quality, deepness, warmness savory and rich. To be printed it in white background.
Black (basic version): to be printed in white background.
White (basic version): to be printed in black background.

Please note that the “color degradé” accentuates the reverberation, tension and focal point attention of the symmetric composition and add more meaning. 

RGB COLORS

BLACK
1C1C1B 

WHITE
FFFFFF

BLUE
Outer arch: 035568
Middle arch: 08748E 
Inner arch: 0296AE 

BROWN
Outer arch: 050504
Middle arch: 492A16
Inner arch: 5D3A14






